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In a tokamak, scrape-off layer (SOL) plasmas display poloidal inhomogeneities, and turbulence-driven            

transport is ballooning-like, favoring the outboard region [1]. Experimental measurements regarding the            

SOL come primarily from the low-field side (LFS) since access to the high-field side (HFS) is difficult.                 

Nevertheless, experiments at ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) have reported an HFS high-density (HFSHD)            

front in the divertor region associated with the inner divertor detachment. The HFSHD expands to the                

HFS midplane, leading to strong poloidal asymmetries in the SOL density [2]. Asymmetries between the               

HFS and LFS complicate the engineering design of fusion devices, where margins for power handling are                

small. This contribution explores the effect of the tokamak magnetic configuration on the midplane              

density profiles and inner-divertor parameters. The magnetic configuration influences the plasma-wall           

interaction, the SOL, and the divertor plasma, all of which will impact the performance of future devices. 

L-mode and H-mode discharges were performed with lower-single, upper-single, and near           

double-null configurations, as well as triangularity scans, varying the magnetic connection between the             

LFS and HFS. The investigation leverages the unique capabilities of the AUG O-mode reflectometer to               

measure radial density profiles simultaneously at the LFS and HFS.  

It was found that the HFS SOL density profiles are susceptible to the magnetic configuration,               

particularly to the magnetic connection between LFS and HFS. When there is an HFSHD front, a steep                 

density profile appears on the HFS midplane coinciding with the evolution of the secondary separatrix               

position and leading to modest densities in the HFS far-SOL. Without a magnetic connection between the                

inner and outer SOL, plasma losses - expected to occur preferentially at the LFS - do not reach the HFS                    

nor the inner target. These findings provide convincing evidence of a ballooning-like transport             

mechanism.  

The ballooning character of the radial transport can be studied more directly at a low               

line-averaged density where no HFSHD front exists. In such cases, the steepness of HFS density profiles                

results in e-folding lengths lower than at the LFS by a factor of around two, not depending significantly                  

on the magnetic configuration. 

Finally, the possible existence of an inverted density gradient around the separatrix due to the               

high SOL density caused by the HFSHD region was investigated using 1D full-wave simulations. Such               

perturbations in the density profile produce a blind zone for the reflectometer, leading to large               

uncertainties in the density profile reconstruction behind the HFSHD front. 
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